CLARIFICATION on RFP no. ASDM-7/2017/84 dated 8th Dec, 2017 for RFP for Empanelment of Training Providers for providing training under CSSM
component of PMKVY 2
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Explanation
No relaxation will be allowed in the eligibility criteria, except in case
Net Worth negative in one year, to allow empanelmnet
of a Training centre which is accredited and affiliated on SMART
with atleast one of the job roles as in Annexure 7, and which has a
Average turnover less than 30 lacs, to allow empanelment
rating of 3 and above as on the date of submission of Bid. In case a
TP has atleast one centre which is accreidted and affiliated on
Experience is less than 3 years, to allow empanelment
SMART with atleast one specified job role as in Annexure 7, the
Can it be made applicable for Startups condoning experience and placement? criteria for experience, placement and turnover will not apply to the
Centre.
I am 3 star rated on SMART but I don’t meet the turnover criteria
In a TC, CSCM targets are allocated for few job roles. Is it possible to apply
CSCM and CSSM trainng courses cannot be given in the same
under CSSM for different job roles.
Trainng centre.
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In the same building, can I apply for cssm and cscm in different rooms?

S. No.
1
2
3
4
5

Query

12

I am smart compliant for some of the job roles, but I want to apply for more
job roles as well. What forms do I need to fill?
My centre has been registered on SMART and have star rating, but have not
been allocatetd targets on CSCM. Can I get a target in CSSM
I am smart compliant, I have been allotted targets in CSCM
EMD forfieture in case SMART not done in 90 days, to be removed
Relax the reuirement for submission of financial documents, only centre list to
be submitted
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My centre is accredited but not for any of the 63 sectors

8
9
10
11
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Annex 2: S. No.4…. of authorisation…..what it means
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Our centre is not accredited on SMART Portal , How can we apply

The TP is SMART compliant, so he needs to fill up Annexure 9.
However since he will apply for more job roles which are not
affiliated, he will have to apply in fill Annexure 8 also. But Annexure
3 and 4 will not apply.
Yes, in case no targets allocated on CSCM
No targets can be allocated under CSSM
Not accepted
Not accepted, all documents have to be submitted as per RFP
The centre has to fulfill all the conditions of the Eligibility criteria,
will have to submit an Indemnity bond and oif found eligible will be
empanelled by ASDM. It can then apply for the job roles on the
SMART after empanellment.
It may be ignored. However, Power of attorney to be submitted. In
case of a Company, Board Resolution is to be submitted
Please empanel and complete the accreditation and affiliation in 90
days
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Is it possible to register on SMART now

Once empanelled with ASDM, we will recommend to NSDC who will
then open the portal for registration and the TP can then start the
accreditation and affiliation process
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I have new centres. Will I get 90 days to setup infrastrcuture?
Can any other job role be applied for besides the 63 job roles as in Annexure
7.
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Shall I get more incentives besides the PMKVY scheme?

The registration and accreditation and affiliation will be as per the
Guidelines for Accreditation, Affiliation, and continuous monitoring.
All the process has to be completed within 90 days.
As of now the job roles will be restricted to 63 job roles as in
Annexure 7
NO additional incentives will be goven besides the ones mentioned
in the PMKVY scheme
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I do not have experience documents or placement proof

Docuemntary proof of experience and placement has to be provided

17

23

Our organisation has provided e-learning program under Amazon and has
placed 500 students. Can it be considered as valid training and placement
Is the platform same for CSSM and CSCM
We have experience of self employed placements, not for wage employed
candidates
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Is the EMD in form of guarantee?

25

Is tender fees per centre?

26

Can we apply for more job roles besides the 63?

21
22

27
28

e-learning will not be considered as a valid experience criteria
Yes
Acceptable proof will have to be submitted for self employment
trainees.
EMD and tender processing fees is in the form of DD/ Banker's
cheque
Tender fees of Rs. 25,000/- is per centre. Document processing fees
of R.s 5000/- os per TP

No, the Tc has to apply for job roles from existing list of 63 trades
There is no restriction on the no. of job roles that can be applied for,
within the list of 63 trades in Annexure 7. It depends on the
What is the maximum no of job roles that I can apply for in a training centre? infrastructure of the Training centre
Are the affidavits and Indemnity bond required to be notarised ?
Yes all affidavits and Indemnity Bond have to be notarised

Sd/Mission Director
Assam Skill Development Mission

